Facilities Review Committee  
Minutes  
November 1, 2006  

FRC Members Present: Julia Bergman, Sunny Clark, Olallo Fernandez, Peter Goldstein, Jim Keenan, Larry Lauser  

Subcommittee Rep: Muriel Parenteau  

Resources: David Liggett (in and out), Joanne Low  

Other CCSF: Winnie Kwofie  

The new ADA Compliance Officer, Lani Battiste, will be added to the FRC mailing list.  

Subcommittee Reports  
Works of Art Committee  

1. Business cards-proofs of the three new cards depicting images from the Diego Rivera mural were distributed to the group for review. They are beautiful.  
2. Art Enrichment of Construction Projects-Julia distributed copies of this District Policy Manual section 7.18 regarding art in new CCSF buildings. A portion of construction funds must be appropriated and allocated for art for all newly constructed buildings. The Works of Art Committee is authorized to recommend artists for the new art; the Chancellor will recommend a finalist to the Board.  
3. Student Health Center-no art was created for this new building but W/A will meet with Sunny Clark to determine how to proceed.  
4. Whales-They will be moved by Atthowe from the Warehouse to the Ocean Campus to await restoration and their final installation. The cost of the move will be split between CCSF & the SFAC. The SFAC hopes to dedicate a graduate art student intern to this project in January.  
5. Prismatic Glass-The crates will be moved from the Warehouse to the Airport Campus where the work will be offered to any interested businesses or organizations participating in the CCSF Biotech Depo program. The James Grant family supports this effort.  
6. Ceramic mural-Artist Peter van den Berge is thrilled that “Jungle Scene” will be installed on a wall of the future Child Development Center. This piece has been in storage since 1998.  
7. Aztec calendar-Julia has contacted the architect for the Mission Campus for information about the proposed work, specifically to know what materials will be used to fabricate it. W/A needs to know how to clean the work, and eventually to restore it, if needed.
8. Pacifica—A 5’ concrete replica of the original 80’ statue of Pacifica, the queen of the 1939-1940 GGIE on Treasure Island, will be cast on campus by the end of this semester. It will be securely placed in Frida’s Garden, to the left of “El Rey”.

9. Olmec Head “El Rey”-Jim Blomquist has promised to have a structural engineer determine how “El Rey” can be secured to his platform.

10. Evans Campus-They hope to secure a mural for that campus. Students in the Construction Program will build a display case for the Evans Lobby.

11. Student Union Mural-The portrait of Dolores Huerta needs to be restored. The A.S. has agreed to provide funds for this project. Julia will contact Precita Eyes for a cost estimate.

12. Reading Garden—Leslie Simon’s proposal to create a reading garden behind Cloud Hall is moving forward. Students in Architecture and Horticulture are working on the project. Metal Arts students will work on a design for the copper folding screen, which will be reviewed by W/A.

13. Health & Wellness Swimming Pool-Many people would love to have the new swimming pool named for national diving champion Helen Crlenkovich.

14. Mission Muralismo—Annice Jacoby, Laura Perez & Will Shank have proposed an international traveling exhibition which would showcase murals of the Mission and have the exhibition highlight the influence of artists Miguel Covarrubias and Diego Rivera. The proposal suggests that the 10 panels of Pan American Unity be de-installed, crated, and shipped to international venues including the Tate Modern in London and the Guggenheim in Bilbao. This is a fantastic proposal. W/A hopes that it at least leads to a much needed conservation study and condition report on the mural. Peter Goldstein wryly noted that Will Shank’s earlier legal efforts against the District resulted in a significant delay of the new Mission Campus.

Parking & Transportation

1. Additional bicycle racks are being installed in various locations on the Ocean Campus.

2. A passenger loading zone is required at Phelan & Cloud.

3. Flashers have been proposed for the pedestrian crossing on Cloud, in front of the Rosenberg.

4. A “Your Speed Is” sign is proposed for Cloud.

5. City Car Share was selected as the vendor for this program. They are looking for 2 pods at Ocean and 1 at Gough.

6. Crossing guards have been approved: 2 @ Riordan and 2 @ the Bookstore; Civil Service classification for these positions is being verified.

7. Lot C – dumpsters will be relocated to create 2 additional parking spaces.

8. Parking at the temporary DeAvila School will be very difficult for the John Adams staff and students relocated there.
Health & Safety
1. Students reviewed the snacks and drinks for sale in the vending machines and would like to see health food for sale rather than what is currently offered. They are also interested in reviewing food preparation by H & R students.
2. Sunny is working with the Dept. of Public Health on the use of the Ocean campus in case of an earthquake or other emergency. Ron Lee is reviewing the MOU that might come out of these discussions.
3. The Emergency Plan for the District needs to be updated.

Sustainability Plan
Draft #2 was distributed to FRC members for final review before the next meeting. Comments should be sent to Winnie Kwofie.

The next FRC meeting is Tuesday, Nov. 14, 1:30pm, Student Health 214
Agenda: Five Year Construction Plan, Sustainability Plan, Reservoir Projects